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Reflection of a personal experience of the 
Covid-19 lockdown in the spring of 2020. This 
video is a journey through the living room of 
the artist, bringing up questions about our 
relationship with space, the notion of home 
and the everyday in the context of the extreme 
(lockdown). The composition consists of a series 
of videos of mundane situations, embedded in 
the borders of the artist’s living room 3D scan.

It all seems safe between our homes’ walls. “My 
home is my castle” the proverb says. But where 
does my home end? Is it with the front door, or 
can I call the neighbouring park Home, too, if I 
feel at home there? When I’m being constrained 

to the boundaries of my apartment, doesn’t it 
change from Home to World?

There was a certain tension between the safe 
space we call Home and the uncertainty awaiting 
right outside. Subtle Motion is an expression 
of that tension. A personal experience, but 
depersonalised.

Material: video, 1 channel, 2:45
Size: varying
Link: https://vimeo.com/485519087

Subtle Motion 
(2020)

Subtle Motion, 
video stills

https://vimeo.com/485519087


Complementarity - exhibition view, Bulgarian embassy, Helsinki, 2020

Complementarity - exhibition view, Arsenal Museum of Contemporary Art, Sofia, 2019

«For everything that is shown something is 
hidden.»

 - James Bridle    

The principle of complementarity comes from 
quantum mechanics and describes the inability 
of certain pairs of objects’ properties to be seen 
simultaneously. This idea shows how physical 
reality is built of partly unpredictable elements, 
which cannot be known in their entirety. 

Complementarity embraces this uncertainty and 
celebrates the intrinsic duality of the world. In 
this abstract visualisation the sky could be the 
ground and air is perhaps water.

Material: video, 2 channels, 9:40 min
Size: varying
Link: https://vimeo.com/380318528

Complementarity
(2019)

https://vimeo.com/380318528


Between the real and the fictional, 
between photography and sculpture, this 
piece defies strict definitions. Instead, 
it reimagines and re-negotiates a new 
reality of its own.

Material: Material: wood, paper, plastic 
sheets, reflective material, LEDs
Size: 25x25cm, 30x30cm, 35x35cm
Link: https://vimeo.com/400698944

Land(e)scapes
(2019)

Land(e)scapes - exhibition views, 
Bulgarian embassy, Helsinki, 2020

https://vimeo.com/400698944


Life Lines  #2018 - exhibition view, Structura gallery, Sofia, 2019

Life Lines is a visual “diary” series. #2018 is the 
beginning and consists of all images, taken with 
a smartphone camera in 2018. The photos are 
dissolved in lines of the colours which they 
contained. I rarely check my old photos, yet I 
keep producing loads of new ones. Contours 
seem to lose significance. 

The work is a demolition of the concrete, 
where context gets lost and only colour 

remains. That makes the images universal, free 
from a specific situation, pure emotion. Or is it? 
Are the colours themselves able to generate an 
experience? Would they be enough of sensorial 
stimuli?

Material: lenticular print
Size: 120x180cm

Life Lines #2018
(2019)



Thin White Lines - exhibition view, Vapaan Taiteen Tila, Helsinki, 2018

A series about movement and transition. 
Started as a drawing made up of thin 
black lines, Thin White Lines traces the 
transformation of ideas and forms through 
space. Repetition and randomisation are 
the main tools used. The works explore the 
elements of formation, following nature’s 
ways to structuring matter.

Material: PLA, wooden frame, metal frame
Size: approx.50x50cm each

Thin White Lines
(2018)

Thin White Lines - exhibition view,
Structura gallery, Sofia, 2019



TransFormations - 3D printed sculpture

TransFormations - video still

Form which takes another form. Exercising 
eternal change.

The ultimate meditative experience, in which 
the process is a large part of the meaning.

Materials: 3d resin print, plexiglass, video
Size: varying
Link: https://vimeo.com/369636117 

TransFormations
(2018)

https://vimeo.com/369636117

